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ABSTRACT 

The cOr.1plex material behavior associated wi t'Y-. r:lUltiple pC::-j-:..n 

pl1enomena has been treated wi til some degree of success. ~-'or :poirL-, 

length, the analysis considers an effective load re6.ucc:ior. .3.-':; ·c.he C:::"C.'. 

front due to plastic deformation. The effective stTess ~~~e~5~~y 

is decreased by the plastic deformation iVhile i'(; is increased oJ tl-.e :"c.,;tl-. 

of pop-in, t', Due to these competing effects, -c:-,e s-cre33 in-cer.sity, !.:, 

first increases and then decreases with increasL1.g Q.. r;::':-.e poir:"- at -·..;':-.ic[" 

the e'':'fective K reduces back to the initial K de-::ine3 Z. 

For a second or third pop-in, the stress intensity incremen-c, 

between pop-ins is interpreted in terms of a changing fracture criterion 

(plane strain to plane stress) and the crack-tip blunting -chat occurs 

i-l1 th increasing stress intensity. Although semi-'luc.r:ti c;ati ve in natare, 

these c.nalyses do predict the experimen-cally oOserve6. increase in t and 

decrease in ~K associated with increasing K. The limits of these moa.els 

provide aaditional insight into fracture behavior. 

a) As Q,-+O: A geometrical lower boand for pop-in behavior 

is hypothesized. 

b) As llK~O: Tne critical stress intensity factor at any particular 

thickness is given thus allowing-establishment of the 

fracture-mode transition curve. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Recently, some evidence(l) on pop-in crack extension in plastics has 

revealed details of the pop-in shape as well as its relationship to the 

plastic zone surrounding it. These data suggested that there might be some 

relationship between the length of pop-in and the plastically deformed 

region surrounding it. Equally interesting pop-in Phenomena(2) were obtained 

on an aluminum alloy wherein multiple pop-ins were observed. That is, about 

four pop-ins were' commonly encountered at increasing stress intensity levels' 

in a single test before failure. These data indicated that pop-in length 

was affected by the magnitude of applied stress intensity. Also, there 

appeared to be some stress-intensity increment required to initiate a 

second pop-in after the first. 

These results provided impetus to formulate a semi-quantitative model 

for pop-in behavior which might explain some of the expe+imental observa

tions. Specifically, answers to the following questions were desired. 

(1) Once a crack starts, why does it stop? 

(2) What governs the length of pop-in? 

'(3) Why can a single specimen have more than one pop-in? 

(4) Are there geometrical or loading effects on the str~ss 

intensity increment required to produce a second or 

third pop-in? 

POP-IN LENGTH CONSIDERATION 

First, consider what happens when a pop-in step occurs. The load 

during the sudden extension of the crack should remain constant or decrease 

depending on the stiffness of the testing machine. Thus, one might envision 

that the reason the crack stops is that a load drop has lowered the stress 

intensity value below critical. However, the experimental observation in 

several investigati~ns(1,2) have been that the load decreases little if any 

during pop-in. Furthennore, dead-weight loading in a creep fra~e has re

sulted in pop-in crack arrest(3) so that a load drop in itself is not a 

necessary condition. In considering other crack arrest mechanisms, va~ious 

t f k rt ' 't (4-6) (7) 't ' ,-. ypes 0 crac grov n reS1S ance or energy crl 'erla ,·rere COnSlo.erea • 

HOvlever, these o.pproaches did not provide enouGh phys ical behavior with 

which to make a complete o.nalY3is. }'or this reason, a simpler, although 

slightly less tenable, ene;ineering 8l>proach was hypothesized. 

k 
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Engineering Model 

To answer the first question posed above, it was assumed that the cr.ack " 

stops because of an "effective" load reduction. Referring to the first sche

matic .in Fig. 1, it is assumed that a parabolic crack front pops in to a 

distance ao + 110 If an imaginary line is drawn perpendicular to the crack 

apex at a
o 

+ 1
1

, there remains the shaded area which is undergoing severe 

plastic deformation. The stress intensity associated with the new crack 

length, a
o 

+ 1
1

, undergoes an "effective ll load relaxation provided by the 

'shaded area. Thus the effective load would be given by 

P =P -aA eft actual YS (1) 

if the shaded area, A, is considered to have reached the yield strength, CJ ys 
In terms of the applied stress, CJ, acting over a thickness, B, and a width, 

W, the effective stress becomes 

(2) 

Taking a parabolic shape as indicated in Fig. 1, the shaded ,area is Bt/3 

so that the effective stress is 

(3) 

At the same time the effective stress is decreasing, the crack is increasing 

by a length, 1, so that the effective stress intensity for an infinite plate 

is given by 

(4) 

,.~. , 

By putting'the stress in terms of the stress intensity, K., at the start of I 
1 

pop-in, (1 = Ki /(na)1/2, and dividing equation (ld by Ki gives V, 

] [ 
i ]1/2 

i 1 +a 

A schematic of equation (5) is shown in Fig, 2. It is significant that 

the effective stress intensity first increases with increasing crack length 
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and then decreases •• It may be shown that Keff/Ki becomes only slightly 

larger than unity and so it takes a small effective load reduction tolo~er 

Keff to Ki • It is hypothesized that once Keff does reduce back to Xi the 

crack stops and this defines the pop-in leneth indicated in Fig. 2 Thus, 

setting Keff/Ki equal to unity in equation (5) allows calculation of the 

pop-in length from 

( 6) 

where ex = 
(" )1/2 ayS ,7ra 

Of course, for the first pop-in, Ki has been associated with Kle(8), but for 

the purposes of generality, Ki wi.1l be taken as the stress intensity at the, 

start of any pop-in. This is particularly useful when considering multiple 

, pop-in data. One further description from this model is useful. As the 

pop-in length goes to zero, this physically describes the case where no pop

'in can occur. This can be obtained by putting equation (6) into terms of 

stress intensity 

lim X = lim 
1 -+ 0 t-IJ 

'which becomes 

~(:1I')li2 3/2 
co; ayS a 

Xi = " '3W' . (8) 

2-)0 

It is significant that applied stress does not appear in equation (8). It 

is 'hypothesized that equation (8) gives a geometrical limit to pop-in be

havior and·for K values less than K., no pop-in should occur. This does not 
1 

mean that pop-i,n has to occur at Ki defined by equation (8). Certainly) i:
IC 

is a material parameter and if Ki < K1C no pop-in would occur since the 

ma.terial criterion 'Would not be satisfied. However, if Ki > KrC )' equa~ior~ (8)' 

indicates that no pop-in would occur even though K1C were reached. 

I 
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Now that a math,ematical description of the model has been made, it 

is reasonable to reflect upon some of the assumptions.' First, a parabolic 

crack shape was assumed as many metallic specimens exhibit this type of 

crack front, notably high strength steel, aluminum and titanium ~110ys(9) • 
Also, this shape has been observed in Plastics(l) as illustrated in Fig. 3. 

Secondly, it is not.too unrelastic to assume an initially straight cut at 

the start of 'each pop-in. This behavior, as indicated in Fig. l(a), shows, 

the crack front following the dashed lines until it reaches a straight cut 

.. , 

. for the second pop-in. Justification of this behavior has hTO bases. First, 

cracking between major pop-ins was detected using stress-waves as indicative 

of crack growth(2). Secondly, cracking along the dashed lines might be ex-

t d . t ' 'D' (10) h h th t 't 't pec e pr10r 0 a second pop-1n as' 1xon as s own e s ress ~n enS1 y 

to be highest at the outer edges ',of the das.hed curve. 

If no cracking between pop-ins occurred, the 'other extreme as inaicated 

in Fig. l(b) would result. It is seen that although conditions for the first 

pop-in, l(b), are the same as in lea), the shaded area associated with the 

second pop-in, .l(b), is greater than that for the second pop-in in l(a). Fea-

, tures similar to those depicted in Fig. l(b) have been observed on fracture 

faces. However, this behavior cannot extend to large ~~ounts of slow crack 

growth where surface cracking is noted. For this reason and the greater ana

lytical simplicity of model lea), the straight cut was consiaered. 

Experimental Evidence 

Pop-in data from single-edge notch specimens of 7075-T6 aluminum(2)' were 

c'ompared to this model. A typical load-displacement curve obtained upon a 

6-inch wide specimen is shown in Fig. 4. It may be noted that there are mul

tiple pop-ins and that the pop-in length increases with load (or increasing 

stress intensity). A tabulation of all data from two previous investigations(I,2) 

is given in Table 1. Pop-in lengths were plotted as a function of initial stress 

intensity in Fig. 5. For comparison, calculations of R., fror.l. equation (6) were 

made for the 3 and 6-inch wide cases and are also shown.in Fig. 5. Sir.ce the r 
i 

crack length was increasing slightly during the test, the actual value of ~ '/ 

was used in the calculation as taken from the experimental observations. ?or 

examplc, one such plot of crack length versus stress intensity is silO';n 

in Fig. 6. 

Comparing the calculated und observed pop-in dnta in F:ig, 5 mlll((' tvo 

pointG irmncu.il.Ltcly upparcnt. Fire\;, both the daiCL lLl1d the mOlle] ind i cute 

that pop-in length increases with increasing stress intensity. Secondly, 

f, , 

I 

i 
i 
I 
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I 
I 
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although the pop-in lengths from equation (6) are of the right order of 

magnitude, they are about a. factor, of 5 to 10 large for much of the da.ta.. 

The notable exception is the 0.5 inch thick data for which the model predicts 

pop-in length very closelY. The other significant feature of Fig. 5 is the 

geometrical li!nit for pop-in as taken from equation (8). It is seen that it 

predicts the lower bound for pop-in reasonably well for both the 3-inch wide 

and 6-inch wide date. It should be pointed out that this model predicts a 

much lower bound for pop-in than the 1.5 inch wide data listed in Table 1. ' 

.However, since KIC is not exceeded at this low stress intensity, no pop-in 

occurs. In any case, one should not be tempted too far in this analysis 

since it is mostly qualitative in substance. Still, it does pose some in

teresting questions for further analysis of pop-in behavior. 
, 

Several comments are approp!iate about the limitations of the present 

model. First, the above analysis 'applies to a crack in an infinite plate 

whereas the experimental data was obtained with single-edge notched specimens. 

The effect of geometric corrections could be included into the analysis by 

replacing the crack length a and the extended length (a + t) by a y2(~) and 
w 

(a + t) y2(a+t) respectively. The factor Y(a/w) is given by Brown and 

srawley(6) f~r various geometries including the single edge notch design. 

Figure 7 shows the results of including these factors for a specific speci

men design. Although the curves are displaced from one another, the shape 

of the curves are very similar; Thus, the simpler infinite plate case ,.,as 

used to analyze the experimental results. 

Secondly, there has been no consideration that the fracture criterion 

may be changing as the crack lengthens. That 'is, as the crac~ pops-in, the 

crack front is gradually progressing from a plane strain situation to a plane 

stress one. ~his may be expected to change the critical stress intensity for 

crack growth and so Keff may not .quite have to get back to Xi as was indicated II 

in Fig. 2. Finally, the present model has only considered a straight crack 

front at the start of each pop-in. If the extreme of Fig. l(b) haa bee~ used 

inGtco.d of l(n), un entircly different pop-in bchnvior would havc bcen prc-

dieted. In fact, except for the first pop-in, no others would occur. ~his 

indicatcG thn.t the crack sha.pe could vary the pop-in 1en.sth from zero to the 

predicted value given by equ?tion (6). Thus, a model could probably be picked 

bcti-leC;-1 the cxtrerr.es shown in Fig. 1 to approximate the observed crack len.:;ths. 
.. ' t 1 ' 1 f tl' . . b D' (10). t' ,. ' ~xpcr~mena cv~cence or 115 1S glven y lxon wnere ne crac~ snape at 

the start of a second or third pop-in is definitely between the extremes inci-

catecl in Fig. 1. 

!: 
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O:la final' poi::.t. of encc·~"'age:::er.t was obta.i~.:.ed. for t:~a ,::ese:'":~ :r.ot,::::... 
","' , "' . 

In the one pop-in value listed 

01'" 0.101 inc:.es ifas a.ssociated 

i~ ~a.~le'· 1 r.-'or Lexa:1 :9!.as-:ic.~ e. la~4Ze ?c?-i!l::.·~._ 

Fig. 7, a calc~:ated ~cp-

in of 0.115 inc:-;'es is obtained. ~;::ich is very cr10se to the observed valUe . 

. In connection with this calculation, it scould be noted t~at the yield 

strength is 8500 psi. 

~ar will lengthe~ have been conside::ed. 

'. sider tne last tvro' q,uestions posed in the Introduction 'lhic:: deal ·wi t::;, ~ul ti:::-le 

pop-in behavior. 

XULTIPLE PC?-IX Cm;SIDERATIOH 

Refer:ring bac~ to Fig. 4, it is seen that =;~ltiple pop-ins exist ar.c:. 

that there see~s to be a stress-intensity ir.cre~ent between each pop-in. 

\-:hy it ta~esa!'). additional stress to triggel' the next pop-in ::la.y be explained 

in, part' by a ehan~in~ fracture cl'iterion. That is, lolith an inc!"e~s~ :'11 lo~d 

thickr:ess at :'!"".;,e c~e..c~: 

will be ~der plane stress conditions. .Also, "lith increasi:::.,; stress inter:.sity,. 

tee crac~ tip blunts which ca!'). also raise the fracture crite::ion. 

neari:::.g =odel is based upon these t~o consideratior:.s. 

A cr.angir:.g fracture criterion ffiay be t~~en into acco~~t by ass~~ing 

a si!':lp:'e adc.ition of the 'failura cr:..terions '!bicr. apply sepa~ate:y to t:~e 

plane stress and plane strain portions of the crack front. :::·:-.. is can be . 

v~s~alizeQ by t~e following worQ eq,~ation 

{?:ane Stress Criterion}{?lastic Zo~e}+{?lane St~ain Criterion}{3-?lastic Zone} 

= {?O?-:~i} 

~~is aS5~~es ~~at tne pla~e st~es5 c~ite~io~ applies to the pl~s~~c zo~e e~ ~~e 

s~~c..ce. ?or a circular plastic zone exter:.Qing 

. . . . . -
c..:' .. c....!..Y·S:S :s :.::,~,::~e''''2~ . 

.... -.... -- ~ .... -~ 
....... _ v_.t: 

2 l 
.... '( 

2 -, I :\. _, 2 ~ 2 2 I .. '" , , .. :-."I.~ •. ,-. I ---" ..... -r~ I - .. .. \_v) 
; :;1.:; c ~t ..... i :~T::::/ s ~- J ... .... -l y;:, ... L 

• 
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The physical interpr,etation of this equation is that at K the crack has popped. . 
n 

in •. The fracture criterion changes due to the change in the plastic zone and 
. I 

now it.requires a new stress intensity level, Kn+l , for the nth+
l 

pop-in •. Since 

Kn+l can be described by 

(11) 

the stress intensity increment required for thenth+1 pop-in may be ~ound from 

,equations (10) and (11) to be 

AKn+l = [_~_r_cB_"1II:1_J _Y_S 2 __ ._.K_r_~:~n_2_+._I--,-c_l-_n_J i/2 _ Kn 
BlrO'yS 

(12) 

The first pop-in would occur at Kn = KIC so that all quantities are known in 

equation (12) to determine ~Kn+l for the second pop~in. Once this has been 

calculated, it defines K +1 from equation (11) and a calculation of the thira 
.' n 

pop-in may be made. 

Besides this changing fracture criterion, there is also the effect of 

crack tip blUnting to be considered. E. Smith(ll) has extended the B.C.s.(12). 

model to blunt cracks and has' shown that blunting the crack changes the dis-

placement criterion in front of the crack. He finds the crack tip displacement, t 

V c' to be a. function of crack tip radius» p, I 

It may be noted that this relationship reduces to Goodier and Field ' s(13) 

result for p ~ o. The crack tip radius can be approximately described 

according to Tetelman(14) by 

p :: ~ 
€ 

(14) -

" where eX-is the fracture strain. Furthermore» the crack-tip displace::tent 

can be approximately described in terms of the stress intensity Oy(15) 

,. 
I' 
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With e~uations(14) and. (15), a new parameter, Z,is defined as pIa and 

is given by 

z = pia .~ 
v c·· 
iT 
.. £ a 

K2 
... n 
- 2a E€*a 

ys n 

(16) 

Three additional considerations to the crack-tip blunting analysis are made 

as follows. First, the changing fracture criterion ana1agous to that in 

equation (10) for crack-tip displacements is made. Secondly, an approximation . 

. to the ln(sec 8]is made from the first term of the trignometric expansion to 
. 2 
be : ' where 8 is the rest of the right hand side of equation (13) starting 

with ~. Thirdly, the applied stress is put in terms of stress intensity as 

'was done before for equation (5). These three considerations along with equa-

tions (13) and (16) lead to 

K 2 K2 
K 2( ~ __ n~ ) + 2 [ n ] _' { [1/2 

IC 1 Bna 2 Kc Bna 2 - Kn+l Z 
ys ' ys 

2 
+ 1] - a rna z)1/2} 

ys n 

From equations (11) and (17), the stress intensity increment for the Ilih+l 

pop-in becomes 

K 2 [ Kn
2 

J} + a rna z]1/2 
c Bna 2 ys n 

ys ' - Kn 
1 + Zl/2 

(18) 

Appropriately, equation (18) reduces to equation (12) for ninfinitely sharp 

crack, Le. t as Z .... O. It is now suitable to compare equations (12) to the 

experimental data. 

Experimental Evidence 

In order to compare the model to the experimental evidence, three factors 

had to be described - KICt Kc and Z: The yield strength was already knmm to 

be 78 Ksi for this heat of 7075-T6 alumin~(2). KIe was taken as 28 Ksi - iril/2 

as this \oms the lowest stress intensity at which pop-in was obtained, This is 

also not unreasonable compared to other experimental· data (16). K was ta~\.en as 

55 Ksi-iril / 2 since this was the average valucof K at instabilitYCin those tests 

where plane stress failure was observed. Finally, Z is defined by knmffi' parn

Hiders in equation (16) except for the fracture strain', Elf, which was n;easu:red· 

~rom uniaxial data to be 0.30. 

'. 
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An example of the calculation technique using equation (18) is gi:ven 

in Table 2. Using the above values, t.IS, was determined from equation (18) 

for K = 45.7 Ksi_in1 / 2 at which the first pop-in occurred in the 6-inch wide" 
n 

plate. This gives a value of 2.3 KS,i_iril / 2 for t.Kl and so the second pop-in 

from equation (11) would be at 48.0 Ksi_inl / 2 • Similarly, the next stress 

intensity increment t.K
2

,to the third pop-in was calculated to be 1.5 Ksi_inl / 2 • 

As indicated in Table 2. this procedure gives values of t.K for the first tnree 

increments that are comparable to those observed. However, the last two are 

'not very close in agreement. Nevertheless, the fact that. multiple pop-ins 

are predicted and that, quantitatively, they are the right order of hlagnitude 

is encouraging. 

Similar calculations for t.K from equations (12) and (18) were made for 

the case of B = 0.25 inches and a' = 1.0 inch starting at Krc: In Fig. a, the 

two resulting curves were then compared to all of the 0.25 inch datafrOill 

Table 1. Regardless ,of crack length or specimen width, 0.11 of the data w.ay 

be compared on the same plot to equation (12) since it is independent of a 

and W. This is not quite the c~se for equation (18) since crack length 

appears and Z is a function of crack length. However, as Z is proportional 

to .! . ~he term in the numerator is independent of a. Furthermore, since Zl/2 

is small compared to unity, equation (18) is nearly independent of crack le~gth. 

Thus. for practical purposes, all of the data are compared in Fig. 8. It is 

seen that equation (12) undere~timates the stress intensity increment req~ired 

for the next pop-in. Incorporation of the crack-tip blunting effects in equa

tion (18) gives a reasonable comparison to the data. AlthOUGh the calcula~ed 

" 

" 

curves are sornellhat steeper in slope than the data, the model does predict ti",e 

downward trend of t.K with increasing stress intensity and the magnitUdes of 

t.K are remarkably close to those observed. 

Transitional Fracture Behavior 

One :t:urther physical phenomenon may be exam:i.ned with this approac:-,. ;"S 

the cra~k pops in at higher and higher stress intensity levels, there is a 

gradual fracture mode transition. Thus, one might expect that equation (10) 

could be used to exa.mine the thickness effect on fra.cture touehncss. As D:~ 

goc~ to zero, no additional stress intensity is required to propagate a crac~. 

Physically, then, one might interpret the point at which .DK goes to zero as 

the critical stress intensity factor for fracture instability. ?he li~:it 

of e.qulltion(18} as 6K .> 0 is given by 

i 
t 
f... 
\ ~ 

I 
\ 
I' 
! 
! 
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, If the,physical interpretation is, correct, 

for a given thickness. This should not be 

,'/ . 

) . 

then An in equation (19) is KCB 

confused with the K value given 
c , 

in equation (19) which is the experimentally observed value for 100 percent 

, plane stress failure. Setting KCB = Kn gives the critical stress intensity 

'for any mixed mode failure, i.e., any thickness. Values of KCB were deter

mined from equation (19) using KIC = 28 Ksi_inl / 2 and Kc = 55 Ksi_inl / 2 as 

before and cOnsidering a one-inch long crack. This is shown in Fig. 9 along 

with the experimentally observed ,values of KCB • Only two values were available 

from the present analysis but additional data from Kaufman and Hunsicker(16) 

were available for the identical alloy and condition. The agreement is 

surprisingly good. 

The lower bound indicated in Fig. 9 is obtained by calculating the 

thickness at which K 
n 

sense as the solution 

= K in equation (19). This also makes mathematical c , 
diverges for K > K. ,In this way the lower bound for , , n c 

mixed mode failure was determined to occur at a thickness of 0.23 inches. 

'Thus, not only can multiple pop-in data be interpreted, but also a tentative 

explanation of fracture-mode transition is obtained. Again, it should be 

emphas,ized that these are infinite plate analyses and so the indicateci effect 

of crack length may not be realistic for finite width plates. 

( 
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COl\CLVS!ONS 

" " 

1. Ex!Jerir.:e~te.lly, both po;.-in ler.gttl and the st:::'ess ir..te:n:3i ty lncre:;,e:." 

oeti.-een I:l.ultiClle"Oop-i:·~s vary 'V'i t?: stress intensity :"actor. 

2. Se~i-~uantitative =odels to aCCouLt for both of these ef~ects are 

c.el·i veo.; 

a) For pop-in lenGth, 

where CL depends upon stress inten:;;i ty, vridth, yield strengt:. 

3." As 1-:.-0, 

4. 

and crack length. Tn~s predicts pop-in length to incre~se 

wi th inc!'e:a.sing stress inte~si ty as is the eX?E:ri::.€:!'rtal 

observation. 

where the X's are stress 

~ental observatio~s. 

bour.c. 
or •• , 
.i\.-C':::;\'· • 

.l. ~ 

intensities, 3 is 

.:/? ~ -a 
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Table 1. Summary of P012-in Data. 

Specimen i'1aterial Thickness Width Crack Length Ki 'at Pop-in 
Number Initial Final 

kSi{in}1/2 in. in. in. in. .. 
75-10 7075-T6 .50 3.0 .927 ·935 27.5 u 

.939 .957 28.8 t. 

.969 1.060 32.6 
1.062 1.150 39.5 

75-11 7075-T6 .25 3.0 .971 .990 31.3 
.994 , 1.022 36.9 

1.045 1.089 43.2 
1.098 1.151 49.1 

75-2 J. 7075-T6 .25 3.0 1.118 1.151' 46.0 

75-20 7075-T6 .25 ' 3.0 .602 . .619 29.0 
.631 .635 36.2 
.646 ,.661 41.0 

.. 673 .728 44.8 

75-1 7075-T6 .25 1.5 .496 ·501 30.1 
.504 ·510 35.2 
.517 .539 40.8 
.540 .564 44.8 

75-) , 7075-T6 .25 6.0 1.875 1.878 45.7 
1.885 1.895 48.6 
1.896 1.917 51.4 
1.920 -1.956 52.8 
1.962 2.019 54.8 
2.055 2.140 61.9 

Lexan .25 1.0 ' .342 .443 3.1 

Note: All specimens were single edge notch type. 
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Table 2 . . Comparison of calculated and observed 
stress intensity increments between "pop-ins". 
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XBB 6711-644S-A 

, . 

Fig. 3 Pop-in i n Lexan (polycarbonate) plastic. 
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1.14 

SPECIMENS 75-11, 75-21 
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:Fig. 6 Increase of crack length 'With applied 
}~tress intenslt·y. 
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Fig. 8 Effect 'of applied stre,ss intensity on . 
increments between pop-ins: calculated 
and observed. ' ' 
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This report was prepared aB an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

8. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor

mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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